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story grammar application
inineslhineslESL reading
by joselito W lalas

in ESL reading comprehension one of may range from celebrating fiestas in latin
the areas of interest that has attracted atten-
tion

america to making bamboo flutes from the
recently is the notion of story grammar US bases in the philippines to the history

story grammar represents the internal of nigeria
structure of stories and the relationships
among the parts it consists of a set of rules story grammar can be classified as a type
governing the types of story information of formal schemata recent studies singer
that occur and the types of interrelation-
ships

& donlan 1982 whaley 1981 have demon-
stratedthat connect the different story com-

ponents
that instruction in story grammar can

this notion is based on the premise help students improve their comprehension
of schema theory which takes into consider-
ation

of complex short stories
what a reader brings to reading and

how a piece of text is written rumelhart story grammar categories

1977 meyermeyer19811981 several investigators have formulated rules
for a simple story grammar the most

in schema theory a distinction is made frequently mentioned grammars thorndyke
between formal schemata and content 1977 stein and glenn 1975 mandler and
schemata carrell 1983 formal schemata johnson 1977 will be described briefly in
include the rhetorical and organizational this paper the following is a sample story
structures of stories and expository texts taken from stein 1978 parsed into story
content schemata consist of the readers grammar representations by mandler and

background knowledge about the content johnson 1977 and stein and glenn 1975
area of a text carrell 19836 content note the basic similarities between mandler
schemata must be considered in relation to and johnsons and stein and glenns gram-

marsparticular text topics which for example

story majmat sag
I11 once there was a big gray fish named albert setting setting
2 he lived in a big icy pond near the edge of the forest

3 one day albert was swimming around the pond beginning initiating event
4 then he spotted a big juicy worm on top of the water

5 albert knew how delicious worms tasted reaction internal response
6 he wanted to eat that one for his dinner

7 so he swam very close to the worm attempt attempt
8 then he bit into him

9 suddenly albert was pulled through the water outcome consequence
into a boat

10 he had been caught by a fisherman

11 albert felt sad ending reaction
12 he wished he had been more careful
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the setting introduces the protagonist a final resolution these rules apply to
and the physical social or temporal context many stories folktalesfolk tales and dramas and
of the story the initiating event beginning give us a common framework for under-

standingdescribes an action which causes the character them
to demonstrate a certain response the figure one illustrates this story structure
internal response reaction indicates an
emotional response and the thoughts of
the protagonist to achieve a certain goal
the attempt includes all overt actions to classroom implications
attain the goal of the protagonist the
consequence outcome includes the char-
acters

the following are story grammar strategies
final actions and results which mark that can be used to improve reading compre-

hensionattainment or nonattainment of the goals
of the protagonist the reaction ending 1 use story grammar in the design of com-

prehensionexpresses the characters feefeelingslings and thoughts questions such questions
about the goal attainment effort and indi-
cates

enhance learning by directing the readers
the response of the character to the attention to relevant and related information

consequence needed to answer them questions that are
based on story grammar categories setting

on the other hand guthrie 1977575 beginning reaction attempt outcome end-
ingdifferentiates and summarizes a simple elicit responses that require both literal

story grammar by thorndyke this way and inferential levels of thinking these
the first rule simply defines a story as questions allow students to understand the
consisting of a setting theme plot various types of information that make a
and a resolution which usually occur story coherent and therefore may help
in that sequence the second rule is them develop knowledge of story structure
that the setting consists of the charac-
ters

the following are six generic questions
and usually the location and time of derived from mandler and johnsons gram-

mara story the third rule is that the theme
of a story consists of the main goal of 1 where and when did the story event
the main character the plot con-
sists

events happen and who waswerewas were involved
of a series of episodes which are in them setting

designed to help the main character 2 what action or event caused the char-
acterreach the goal each episode consists to demonstrate a certain response

of a subgoal and a resolution of the beginning
attempt after several episodes 3 what was the emotional response and
an outcome occurs which matches the thought of the character to this action
goal of the main character ushering in or event reaction

stor3 0 r

setting theme plotpiot resolution
I1

location episodepiso de I1 epipi dede 2 episodeeljepj 3 etc

subgoalsuboasubba attemptdt outcome subgoal attempt outcome

FIGURE I11

thorndykesThorn dykes story grammar
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4 what overt actions did the character 2 use story grammar in reading compre-
hensiondemonstrate attempt instructions cunningham and

5 what happened as a result of the overt foster 1978 deduced some strategies for
actions demonstrated by the character teaching story grammar and claimed to have
was the goal attained outcome been very successful in increasing students

6 what was the characters feelings and comprehension using a simplified diagram
thoughts about the goal attainment of thorndykesThorndykes story grammar students
effort ending were asked to complete it by writing the lo-

cation time characters goal subgoal
using the story of albert as an ex-

ample
attempt and outcome and resolution

the teacher can ask students to
answer the following questions when and
where did the story about albert happen 3 use story grammar in writing short stories
setting what was albert doing one day the story structure provides the framework

and what did he see beginning what did for ESL students to create simple stories
albert think of the worms and what did he for example students can be asked to sup-

plywant to do reaction what did albert do the ideas or propositions for each of
attempt what happened to albert out-

come
the story grammar categories this can lead

how did albert feel at the end the students to write their own simple

ending answers to these specific ques-
tions

stories the following are examples of one
identify the story propositions state-

ments
episode stories written using the mandler

in each story category and johnson story grammar

storstoryy

setting theme plot resolution

episode

A I11 location A main goal of A 1 subsubgoalgoal A does the main
2 time the main 2 attempt to character accom-

plish3 characters character accomplish his or her
subgoal goal explain

B 1 3 outcome of
2 attempt
3

C I11 B I11

2 2
3 3

D etc C I11

2
3

D etc

FIGURE 2

simplified diagram of thorndykesThorndykes story grammar
taken from cunningham & foster 1978
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STORY I1 his knee barbara said you shouldnt
have been on beacon street wait until

once upon a time chun and chin and mom finds out
their mother meimetmel lam were standing by the
river in a small mountain village in southern
china it was the fall of the year and the STORY III111ili
mother and daughters were dressed in their
rich clothes they were walking when they one day tom and his friends were riding
saw a water buffalo the two daughters to school on the school bus tom had his
laughed at the water buffalo and called it an horn with him for his music lesson he
ugly beast look how beautiful we are in started to play a song toms friends didnt
our noble clothes they said suddenly the like the song one girl tried to take his
mother climbed on the buffalosbuffaloebuffalos back the horn away from him the horn hit the
buffalo began to talk to the mother thank window next to tom it broke the window
you for sitting on my back gracious lady that night the bus driver called toms
not at all I1 remember our last encounter mother she was very upset tom was

meimetmel lam told her surprised daughters that sorry he promised not to play his horn
when she was a young girl she fell into the on the bus again

conclusions
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